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ABSTRACT Hierarchical modulation (HM), which is also known as layered modulation, has been widely
adopted across the telecommunication industry. Its strict backward compatibility with single-layer modems
and its low complexity facilitate the seamless upgrading of wireless communication services. The specific
features of HM may be conveniently exploited for improving the throughput/information-rate of the system
without requiring any extra bandwidth, while its complexity may even be lower than that of the equivalent
system relying on conventional modulation schemes. As a recent research trend, the potential employment of
HM in the context of cooperative communications has also attracted substantial research interests. Motivated
by the lower complexity and higher flexibility of HM, we provide a comprehensive survey and conclude with
a range of promising future research directions. Our contribution is the conception of a new cooperative
communication paradigm relying on turbo trellis-coded modulation-aided twin-layer HM-16QAM and the
analytical performance investigation of a four-node cooperative communication network employing a novel
opportunistic routing algorithm. The specific performance characteristics evaluated include the distribution
of delay, the outage probability, the transmit power of each node, the average packet power consumption,
and the system throughput. The simulation results have demonstrated that when transmitting the packets
formed by layered modulated symbol streams, our opportunistic routing algorithm is capable of reducing the
transmit power required for each node in the network compared with that of the system using the traditional
opportunistic routing algorithm.We have also illustrated that the minimum packet power consumption of our
system using our opportunistic routing algorithm is also lower than that of the system using the traditional
opportunistic routing algorithm.
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INDEX TERMS Hierarchical modulation, coded modulation, cooperative communication, Ad Hoc network,
opportunistic routing.

NOMENCLATURE22

AQ:1

AQ:2

AQ:3

AM Amplitude Modulation
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise
BER Bit Error Ratio
BICM Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation
BS Base Station
CDF Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)
COFDM Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division

Multiplexing
CSI Channel State Information
DCMC Discrete-Input Continuous-Output

Memoryless Channel
DN Destination Node
DVB Digital Video Broadcasting23

ExOR Extremely Opportunistic Routing
FER Frame Error Rate
MIMO Multi-Input Multi-Output
MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group
MRM Multi Resolution Modulation
MS Mobile Station
HDTV High Density TV
HM Hierarchical Modulation
HMOR Hierarchical Modulated Opportunistic Routing
OR Opportunistic Routing
PM Phase Modulation
PMF Probability Mass Function
PWC Packet Power Consumption
RN Relay Node 24
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SDTV Standard Density TV
SN Source Node
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
SPM Superposition Modulation
TC Turbo Coding
TCM Turbo Coded Modulation
TR Traditional Routing
TS Time Slot
TTCN Turbo Trellis-Coded Modulation
UEP Unequal Error Protection
VANETs Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks25

LIST OF SYMBOLS26

α The path-loss exponent
αk The parameters for curve-fitting schemes
γ The instantaneous receive signal to noise ratio

(γ = h̃γ )
γ The average receive signal to noise ratio

(γ = ¶tκ
N0dα

)
ζ The number of iterations in the CM decoder
η The block size of the CM encoder/decoder
ηk The parameters for curve-fitting schemes

κ A constant, which is defined to be κ =
(

c
4π fc

)2
1 The constant for curve-fitting schemes
8 The average throughput of the entire system
fc The carrier frequency
h̃ The instantaneous channel fading value
k The Boltzmann’s constant, which is k = 1.38e−23

Nr The number of maximum retransmission attempts
Nstate The number of the total system states
Nt The number of maximum transmission attempts
P Probability
¶t The transmit signal power
PWC The average packet power consumption
R1 The twin-layer HM-16QAM ratio.27

I. INTRODUCTION28

The concept of the ubiquitous Digital Video29

Broadcasting (DVB) standard is detailed in [1], which is one30

of the most widely used digital TV broadcasting standards31

across the globe. Although it has numerous national variants32

in the different countries of the world, most of them are33

capable of transmitting both conventional standard as well34

as high-density TV programmes in the so-called ultra high35

frequency band. Baumgartner [2, Fig. 1] illustrates the family36

of broadcast networks associated with the DVB standards37

relying on either satellite-based or terrestrial or alternatively,38

cable-based delivery to the home. The multimedia signals39

are compressed in broadcast studio, as seen in Fig. 1, which40

then pass through the multiplexer and are forwarded to the41

customer through satellite (S) networks according to the42

DVB-S standard, or the single frequency terrestrial (T)43

network based on the DVB-T standard, or alternatively,44

through the cable (C) based network according to the45

DVB-C standard. The broad family of digital television46

FIGURE 1. DVB-T/-H based on HM ◦C 2005 [2].

broadcast transmission techniques has been investigated for 47

example in [1], including the Hierarchical Modulation (HM) 48

concept. 49

As an integral part of the DVB standard [1], [3], HM has 50

been widely employed in the telecommunication industry. 51

Given the development of DVB techniques, researchers had 52

conceived theDVB-H system for upgrading StandardDensity 53

TV (SDTV) to High Density TV, where the HM scheme 54

was invoked for simultaneously supporting both the SDTV 55

and HDTV services, as seen in Fig. 2 [2]. To elaborate a 56

little further, one of the advantages of the DVB-T standard 57

is the employment of HM schemes [2], where the SDTV 58

signal is mapped for example to the more error-resilient pair 59

of bits in the 4-bit/symbol 16-level Quadrature Amplitude 60

Modulated (16QAM) scheme to ensure an adequate reception 61

quality even in the areas, where the received signal power 62

is low. This is facilitated with the aid of multi-level 63

video compression, where the so-called base-layer of the 64

video-encloded stream is mapped to the more robust pair 65

of 16QAM bits. By contrast, the enhancement-layers of 66

the video stream - which convey for example the higher 67

spatial-frequency based enhancement bits required for 68

HDTV - are mapped to the more vulnerable 2-bit 69

‘sub-channel’ of 16QAM. 70

Accordingly, observe in Fig. 2 that the non-hierarchical 71

modulation-based HDTV system is only capable of 72

supporting the transmission of HDTV services in the vicinity 73

of the TV tower, but it is unable to provide more error- 74

resilient lower-resolution SDTV services in the areas of lower 75

received signal power. Quantitatively, in Fig. 2 a bitrate 76

of 22.12 Mbit/s is achieved by 2/3-rate coded 64QAM for 77

Carrier to Noise (C/N) ratios in excess of 16.5 dB. By con- 78

trast, upon employing the ubiquitous HM scheme, the HDTV 79

services relying on both the base- and the enhancement- 80

layer of the video stream may be supported by mapping 81

the more important base-layer to the more robust higher 82

priority (HP) 2-bit stream of 16QAM and the less important 83

emhancement-layers to the lower priority (LP) 2-bit stream. 84
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FIGURE 2. HDTV and HM ◦C 2005 [2].

If the C/I ratio is insufficiently high for error-freely receiving85

the more vulnerable 2-bit substream of the enhancement86

layer, at least the base-layer conveying SDTV is likely ot87

be correctly received. Furthermore, the HM concept also88

allows the simultaneous transmission of two independent89

video streams over a single HM transmitter [2].90

In this context the HM scheme is also eminently91

suitable for upgrading diverse operational telecommunication92

services, where new independent services may be mapped93

to new layers of the HM scheme, provided that the received94

signal power is sufficiently high. Alternatively increased-95

resolution HDTV services may be offered at an increased96

power, while maintaining a strict backwards compatibility97

with the legacy services relying for example on older low-98

resulition receivers [4], [5]. In other words, compared to99

a system using conventional modulation, HM has a higher100

flexibility, where the original and the upgraded new services101

are combined and broadcast to the upgraded receivers without102

requiring any additional bandwidth. At the same time, the103

original legacy devices are still supported by the upgraded104

broadcast system, but they are unable to receive the upgraded105

new services without software or hardware upgrade [6].106

The attainable Bit Error Ratio (BER) performance and the107

achievable throughput of HM schemes have been investi-108

gated in [7] and [8], while the performance of HM schemes109

relying on cooperative communications had been discussed110

in [9] and [10]. The authors of [11]–[14] had pointed out111

that the layered structure of the HM scheme may also be112

beneficially exploited for providing Unequal Error Protec-113

tion (UEP), which ensures that at least the most important114

multimedia information constituted for example by a low-115

resolution video-stream can adequately be received in the116

presence of a low receive Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). More117

specifically, the authors of [3], [15], and [16] invoked a118

HM scheme for providing UEP for image encoding, where119

the information bits were mapped to specific protection120

layers according to their error-sensitivity based priority.121

Moreover, the HM scheme had also been combined with122

sophisticated channel coding schemes in [15]–[17] for the123

sake of protecting the most important information. The sim-124

ulation based performance results of HM [15], [16] have125

shown that receiving the information having the highest 126

priority requires a lower received SNR (SNRr ) compared to 127

conventional modulation schemes at a given target BER per- 128

formance. However, the SNR required for flawlessly receiv- 129

ing the lower protection layer becomes higher than that of 130

the identical-throughput conventional modulation scheme. 131

Nonetheless, when considering the performance of the 132

HM scheme in cooperative communications, the majority 133

of research contributions documented the performance of 134

HM schemes based on conventional constellations and the 135

relay was assumed to be at a fixed position (often located in 136

the middle of the source-to-destination link), which reduces 137

both the achievable power-efficiency and the flexibility of the 138

system. 139

A sophistical relay-aided coded HM scheme was 140

introduced in [17], where Hausl and Hagenauer combined 141

Turbo Coding (TC) [18] with a HM scheme conceived for 142

cooperative communications. Explicitly, the original signal 143

sequence was broadcast by the Source Node (SN) by ensuring 144

that the most important layer having a higher protection may 145

be directly received by the Destination Node (DN), while 146

the less well protected layer will be adequately received 147

and then retransmitted by the Relay Node (RN). However, 148

the authors of [17] only considered the specific scenario, 149

when the position of the RN is right in the middle of the 150

SN-DN path and invoked a specific bit-to-symbol mapping 151

scheme. The performance of coded HM schemes was then 152

further discussed in [19]–[22] in the context of cooperative 153

communications, where multiple encoders were employed 154

at the SN and all the encoded bit sequences were then 155

superimposed layer-by-layer in order to create a HM signal 156

sequence. Again, the less well-protected layers were assisted 157

by the RN of the cooperative network. 158

The bit-to-symbol mapping optimization of the 159

HM scheme was considered in [21] and [23]. More 160

specifically, by appropriately designing this mapping, the 161

HM scheme became capable of enhancing the protection of 162

the higher-priority information at the expense of providing 163

a weaker protection for the remaining layers. In [22], the 164

specific position of the RN was explicitly considered in 165

the BER analysis. For a specific coded HM, the power 166

received at the RN should be sufficiently high for guar- 167

anteeing that the RN becomes capable of receiving the 168

information in the lower-protection layer at an accept- 169

able integrity. Therefore, the position of the RN explicitly 170

influences the power allocation of the entire system. 171

Several parameters have to be taken into consideration, when 172

optimizing a coded HM aided cooperative communication 173

system. On one hand, distorting the HM constellation for 174

the sake of improving the BER of its high-priority layers 175

at the detriment of its low-priority layers degrades its aver- 176

age BER, compared to conventional modulation schemes. 177

On the other hand, sophisticated channel coding schemes, 178

such as Trellis-Coded Modulation (TCM), Turbo Trellis- 179

Coded Modulation (TTCM) and Bit-Interleaved Coded 180

Modulation (BICM) [18], [24]–[27], [27]–[30] are required 181
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for protecting each HM layer at the expense of an increased182

complexity. Hence, giving cognizance both to the complexity183

and to the power efficiency of the overall system, while184

maintaining its flexibility becomes a challenging task.185

FIGURE 3. The structure of the paper.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive survey186

of the HM scheme as well as of the family of opportunis-187

tic routing (OR) algorithms in the context of a wireless188

ad hoc network, leading to hitherto unpublished new coded189

HM schemes relying on new opportunistic relaying tech-190

niques. The organization of the paper is explicitly shown191

in Fig. 3: Section II outlines the historic background of192

the HM scheme, while Section III surveys the historic evo-193

lution of OR algorithms. Section IV introduces both our194

system model and our twin-layer HM-16QAM modulation195

scheme. The theoretical analysis of our four-node coop-196

erative communication network is provided in Section V.197

Section VI characterizes our Hierarchical Modulated Oppor-198

tunistic Routing (HMOR) based cooperative network, while199

the related performance results are illustrated in Section VII.200

Finally, our design guidelines are discussed in Section VIII201

and our future research ideas are summarized in Section IX.202

II. HISTORIC BACKGROUND OF HIERARCHICAL203

MODULATION204

The evolution and the milestones of HM schemes are205

portrayed in Table 1. Early in the 1960s, Lucky and Hancock206

published their research on the optimum performance207

of non-binary transmission systems [31]. Based on their208

pioneering work, both combined amplitude- and phase-209

modulation (AM-PM) as well as the quadrature ampli-210

tude modulation (QAM) had attracted substantial research211

attention [32]–[35]. In 1972, Cover introduced the theory 212

of multi-resolution transmission [32], while its applications 213

were detailed in [33]. It had been shown that if a single 214

source broadcasts its information tomultiple receivers associ- 215

ated with different channel conditions, using multi-resolution 216

transmission schemes is beneficial [34]. Based on the results 217

of [33] and [34], in 1993, Fazel introduced the concept of on 218

multi-resolution modulation (MRM), which was combined 219

with multilevel coding schemes [34]. A 64-QAM constel- 220

lation map of the MRM scheme was proposed in [34]. The 221

BER versus SNR performance of a specific layer was derived, 222

where the author illustrated that at the same SNRr , the BER 223

performance of the different layers is different. Additionally, 224

Fazel also derived the performance bounds of his multi-level 225

coding and multi-stage decoding aided schemes for trans- 226

mission over both AWGN as well as Rician and Rayleigh 227

channels. 228

Two years layer, in 1995, Morimoto proposed HM also 229

for satellite communications [36]. From 1995 onwards, the 230

MRM scheme has been referred to as the HM scheme in 231

the literature. To elaborate, Morimoto et al. [36] detailed 232

the generation of the constellation diagram for a hierar- 233

chical 16-QAM scheme, which is considered as the typi- 234

cal HM constellation construction rule. Additionally [36], 235

Morimoto et al. [37] pointed out that by distorting the 236

HM-constellation, the overall BER performance of the HM 237

aided system is expected to degrade, but nonetheless, the 238

twin-layer HM-16QAM scheme employed for image trans- 239

missions was potentially capable of improving the perceived 240

video quality due to improving the reception-quality of the 241

visually more influential bits. As a further development, 242

O’Leary [38] combined the HM scheme with Coded Orthog- 243

onal Frequency Division Multiplexing (COFDM) for video 244

broadcasting, where both a non-uniform 16-QAM HM con- 245

stellation as well as a non-uniform 64-QAM HM constella- 246

tion were investigated. However, the investigations in [38] 247

did not discuss the HM constellation construction rules in 248

detail, the emphasis was on the achievable BER versus SNR 249

performance. 250

The HM aided COFDM arrangement was then further 251

investigated by Engels and Rohling in 1998 [39]. To be 252

more specific, firstly, they proposed a triple-layer HM aided 253

64-DAPSK constellation, which is the first contribution that 254

employed the HM aided DAPSK scheme instead of the 255

classic coherently detected QAM scheme. The motivation 256

of developing the HM aided DAPSK scheme and its con- 257

struction rules was also detailed. Then, a three-mode hier- 258

archical transmission scheme was proposed [39], where the 259

flexibility of the HM scheme was exploited. The related 260

HM 64-DAPSK was discussed in detail, including the cor- 261

responding bit-symbol mapping as well as the associated 262

detection procedure. Both the BER versus SNR performance, 263

as well as the choice of the code-rates and data rates of the 264

different layers were illustrated. 265

Given the flexibility and low complexity of HM [39]–[41], 266

it has drawn significant research interests during the 267
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TABLE 1. Milestones in hierarchical modulation (1962-2015).

post-2000 era. In [42] Seeger conceived HM-aided coded268

modulation for broadcast systems. He considered a cellu-269

lar environment, where the users supported by the Base270

Station (BS) may be divided into two groups according

AQ:4

271

to their distance, namely the high-quality and low-quality272

regions. For the two groups defined in [42], the required273

receive SNRs were SNR = 18 dB and SNR = 8 dB, respec-274

tively. Then, the lower-BER base-layer and the higher-BER275

enhancement layer may be combined by the HM scheme,276

where the code rate of the two groups may be appropri-277

ately adjusted. The resultant system may guarantee that the278

cell-centre region is capable of receiving both the base and the279

enhancement layers, while the cell-edge region is only capa-280

ble of receiving the base layer due to its lower receive SNR.281

The design goal of [42] was to sacrifice the performance of282

the cell-edge region for the sake of improving the power-283

efficiency of the broadcast system, where both the base and284

enhancement layers may be broadcast simultaneously, but the285

reception of the two types of information may be separated.286

In 2001, Vitthaladevuni [43] analysed the BER compu- 287

tation of the M-QAM HM constellations. He commenced 288

this discourse by describing the generation rule of several 289

specific HM constellations exhibiting different protection 290

levels. Then, the BER performance of his uncoded HM based 291

QAM constellation was characterized mathematically for 292

transmission over AWGN channels based on the Gaussian 293

Q-function, including HM-16QAM, HM-64QAM, as well as 294

HM-256QAM. The general BER expressions of 4/M-QAM 295

constellations have also been discussed in the context of 296

AWGN channels. Furthermore, the derivation of the BER 297

performance of the family of 4/M-QAM constellations was 298

extended to flat-fading channels. 299

A whole suite of various channel coding as well as source 300

coding schemes were conceived in [15], [21], [52], [53], [55], 301

and [57]. The design problems as well as the associated 302

challenges of HM based schemes are illustrated in Fig. 4. 303

During 2013 to 2015, the authors of this treatise have also 304

investigated the performance of coded HM based cooperative 305
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FIGURE 4. Challenges in the design of HM based schemes.

communications [58]–[61] with the objective of reducing306

both the complexity as well as the power consumption of307

the entire cooperative communication system. To be more308

specific, in [60], we employed a system architecture similar to309

that of Hausl and Hagenauer [17]. Additionally, the specific310

constellation map of the HM scheme was also taken into311

consideration, when minimizing the power consumption of312

the entire system. However, in order to improve the flexibility313

of the system conceived in [60], we invoked HM for support-314

ing the transmission of multiple independent channel coded315

signals in [58], [59], and [61], where both the constellation316

map of the HM as well as the position of the RN were jointly317

considered. Furthermore, in [59], we characterized the lower318

performance bound of our HM aided cooperative scheme319

based on the Discrete-Input Continuous-Output Memoryless320

Channel (DCMC) capacity and under the assumption that a321

‘perfect channel capacity achieving’ code is employed. Based322

on the results in [58]–[61], we concluded that by employing323

an appropriate cooperative HM scheme, both the flexibility324

as well as the power-efficiency of the entire cooperative sys-325

tem can be improved. We also demonstrated that the system326

structure proposed in [58]–[61] may be readily employed in327

wireless ad hoc networks. This observation inspired us to328

intrinsically amalgamate the coded HM scheme with Oppor-329

tunistic Routing (OR) in the context of ad hoc networks for330

the sake of reducing the power consumption of the entire331

networks as it will be crystallized in our novelty statement332

at the end of the next section.333

III. OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING IN AD HOC NETWORKS334

In their embryonic era, wireless ad hoc networks were335

referred to as ‘packet radio’ networks, which were336

primarily designed by the Advanced Research Project337

Agency (DARPA) during the 1970s. The history of wireless338

ad hoc networks is eloquently portrayed for example in339

Labiod’s book [62]. The most significant benefit of ad hoc 340

networks is their distinctively flexible nature. An ad hoc 341

network relies on multiple nodes, which are connected by 342

‘links’. The communication between any two nodes in the 343

ad hoc network may be assisted by all the other nodes in 344

the network relying on a specific transmit power, path-loss, 345

fading and noise characteristics. A series of links which 346

connect a set of communication nodes is termed as a ‘path’. 347

Since the links among the nodes in the network may become 348

disconnected at any time, a resilient network must be capable 349

of dynamically restructuring itself with the aid of reliable 350

routing methods invoked for finding beneficial paths [63] for 351

the transmissions. Therefore, the research of ad hoc networks 352

has beenmainly focussed on the conception of diverse routing 353

algorithms. Table 2 summaries the milestones in the research 354

of wireless ad hoc networks during the past twenty years. 355

A detailed investigation of position-based routing in 356

mobile ad hoc networks was disseminated in 2001 by 357

Mauve [83]. More explicitly, the associated transmission 358

protocols [65], [67]–[69], [72], [75]–[78], the routing 359

algorithms [64], [66], [71], [74], [79] as well as the 360

capacity [70], [73], [80] and energy efficiency [80], [81] 361

were lavishly characterized in the open literature. More 362

recently, the family of OR algorithms has inspired increasing 363

research attention [84]–[88]. The route selection algorithm 364

of the network layer of wireless communications is simply 365

referred to as the routing algorithm. Traditional Routing (TR) 366

algorithms, such as dynamic source routing and ad hoc on- 367

demand distance vector routing [71], [89]–[91], may select 368

one or more optimized fixed routes before transmissions. 369

Once, the transmissions commence, the selected route must 370

not be changed until the next transmission Time Slot (TS). 371

The TR algorithm may select a specific route based on the 372

quality of the current channel states or motivated by the low 373

geographic distance among the candidate RNs. However, the 374

TR algorithm may not be capable of adapting sufficiently 375

promptly to dynamic wireless environments due to the rapid 376

fluctuation of the channel conditions [92] in high-velocity 377

scenarios, such as Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs), 378

for example. Nonetheless, the TR algorithm may result in a 379

preponderance of retransmission attempts in wireless com- 380

munications, which may lead to a waste of network resources 381

or even to dropped sessions [81].With the exponential growth 382

of the number of wireless communication devices, new 383

routing algorithms are required for supporting heterogeneous 384

networks and wireless devices in order to overcome the 385

limitations of the TR algorithms. Hence, Opportuni- 386

stic Routing (OR) algorithms have been develo- 387

ped [71], [84]–[88], [93], [94], which typically rely on the 388

following four steps: 389

1) Candidate relay selection; 390

2) Packet broadcast to the candidate relays; 391

3) Relay selection for packet forwarding; 392

4) Packet forwarding. 393

In contrast to TR algorithms, the family of OR algo- 394

rithms typically exploits the broadcast nature of wireless 395
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TABLE 2. Milestones in wireless ad hoc networks (1994-2015).

communications, where the receiver may be chosen from the396

full set of nodes in the network, which are capable of flaw-397

lessly receiving the packets. Note that among all the candidate398

relay nodes, the onewhich is geographically closest to the DN399

is most likely to be chosen for forwarding the packet during400

the next transmission [93]. Since multiple candidates are401

available for receiving the broadcast packet, the probability402

of at least one candidate correctly receiving the packets may403

be improved. Hence, the reliability, the throughput, as well404

as the power efficiency of the entire system may be improved405

with the aid of OR algorithms. The evolution and history of406

OR algorithms is summarized in Table 3.407

In order to overcome the deficiencies of conventional rout-408

ing [71], [89]–[91], meritorious Opportunistic Routing (OR)409

algorithms have been developed in [71], [79], [81], [85]–[89],410

[93], [94], [114], and [127]–[131], which exploit the broad-411

cast nature of wireless transmissions and the beneficial path412

diversity of the multi-hop wireless networks [85]. In contrast413

to conventional routing, OR relies on multiple opportunistic414

paths for forwarding the packets [88]. The receiver of the next415

hop in OR is dynamically chosen from all the nodes in the416

network, which are likely to correctly receive the packet. This417

receiver node is typically the one, which is geographically418

closest to the Destination Node (DN) [93]. Since multiple419

forwarding candidates are activated for assisting the packet’s420

passage through the network, the probability of at least one421

candidate correctly receiving the packet is increased422

compared to conventional routing [85]. Given the increased423

reliability of each hop’s transmission, both the through-424

put and the energy-efficiency of the entire system may425

be improved [81], [85], [114]. The so-called Extremely426

Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) regime of [86] is one of427

the primary OR algorithms in the literature [88]. Explic- 428

itly, the ExOR algorithm carries the forwarder node-index 429

list information in the header of the broadcast packets and 430

the specific nodes, which have successfully received the 431

packet are likely to be used as the transmitter during the 432

following Time Slot (TS). Apart from the ExOR algorithm, 433

numerous other opportunistic strategies have been developed 434

for solving diverse problems, such as Geographic Random 435

Forwarding (GeRaF) algorithm of [71] and [94] and the 436

MAC-agnostic opportunistic routing of [87]. However, the 437

key objective of all OR strategies is more or less the same, 438

namely that of finding the best candidates in the cooperative 439

network for forwarding the signal. At the time of writing, 440

researchers tend to focus their attention on the specific char- 441

acteristics of OR algorithms, such as their energy consump- 442

tion [81], [114], [130], [132], their system delay [81], [131] 443

and system capacity/throughput bound [85]. However, 444

despite having numerous research papers on OR, there is a 445

paucity of analytical studies on the performance of cooper- 446

ative networks relying on OR algorithms [93], especially in 447

the context of HM. 448

Against this backdrop, our contribution is the 449

conception of a new cooperative communication paradigm 450

relying on TTCM-aided twin-layer HM-16QAM. The layered 451

modulated packets are forwarded through the cooperative 452

network using our OR algorithm. However, instead of convey- 453

ing the layered modulated packets as an inseparable unit, our 454

OR scheme beneficially exploits the specific features of the 455

HM scheme. More specifically, the twin-layer HM-16QAM 456

signal packets are partitioned into a pair of sub-packets, 457

whichmay become separately broadcast, depending the near- 458

instantaneous received power of all the potential receiver 459
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TABLE 3. Milestones in opportunistic routing (2003-2015).

node candidates. The OR-aided benchmark algorithm, which460

always keeps the layered modulated packets together as461

an inseparable integral unit during its transmission will be462

referred to as the Traditional OR (TOR) algorithm. By con-463

trast, our HM aided OR algorithm is termed as Hierarchical464

Modulated Opportunistic Routing (HMOR).465

IV. SYSTEM MODEL466

The comparisons among the TR, TOR and HMOR are467

illustrated in Fig. 5. The route for the TR algorithms is468

decided before the commencement of transmissions. By con-469

trast, for the TOR algorithms, multiple receive candidates will470

be chosen before each broadcast phase and then the specific471

RN transmitter activated for forwarding the information dur-472

ing the following TS will be selected according to specific473

decision algorithms. Even though the transmitted packet is474

formed by twin-layer HM-16QAM symbols, both the TR and475

the TOR algorithms will always deliver the layered mod-476

ulated packets as an inseparable integral payload unit.477

In contrast to this inseparable delivery philosophy, our478

HMOR algorithm may partition the packets into a pair of479

sub-packets, namely L1 and L2. The route selection algorithm480

of our HMOR algorithm is the same as that of the TOR 481

algorithms, but when the packet becomes partitioned into 482

L1 and L2, the entire network may be configured to focus 483

on forwarding the high-priority base-layer L1 first. When 484

L1 is received by the DN, the network will start the trans- 485

mission of L2. By partitioning the twin-layer HM-16QAM 486

based packet into a pair of sub-packets, the packets that are 487

forwarded through the network will require a lower receive 488

power due to the reduced constellation size. Hence the trans- 489

mit power of each node in the network may be reduced. 490

In order to simplify the discussions, our analysis provided 491

in this treatise is mainly focussed on a cooperative system 492

assisted by two RNs. The general system model is illustrated 493

in Fig. 6. Although the entire system only has two hops, our 494

transmission algorithm can be readily extended to a larger 495

network. Explicitly, this simple network already characterizes 496

most of the typical situations of a large network having more 497

than three hops. Note that the first RN (RN1) is near to the 498

SN and the second RN (RN2) is near to the DN. During 499

the first TS, the SN will broadcast a signal frame to all the 500

other nodes of the cooperative network, where both RN1 501

and RN2 are willing to forward the information to the DN. 502
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FIGURE 5. Comparison of TR, TOR and HMOR. (A) Traditional routing.
(B) Traditional opportunistic routing (TOR). (C) Twin-layer HM aided
OR (HMOR).

Additionally, the pair of RNs also collaborate with each503

other during the transmissions. The original signal frame504

received from the SN contains a pair of independent layers,505

FIGURE 6. The model of our twin-relay assisted cooperative system.

which are originally conveyed together by the HM scheme. 506

We denote the layer with a higher protection priority as L1, 507

while that having a lower protection level as L2. According 508

to the specific features of the HM scheme, the SNR required 509

by receiver for decoding L1 is lower than that of L2. Hence, 510

upon receiving the twin-layer HM signals, we assume that if 511

the node in the cooperative network is capable of successfully 512

receiving L2, it is also capable of receiving L1 at an adequate 513

integrity. 514

FIGURE 7. The constellation map of the HM scheme, where R1 = d1/d0.

The constellation map of our HM-16QAM scheme is 515

shown in Fig. 7, which was repeated from [59] for conve- 516

nience. Further details of our twin-layer HM scheme are also 517

available in [59]. We define the four bits of a HM-16QAM 518

symbol as (b3b2b1b0), where L1 is defined by (b3b2), while 519

(b1b0) are contained in L2. Both of the two layers are encoded 520

by a rate-1/2 TTCM encoder. Hence, there is one information 521

bit and one parity bit in each layer. The generation rule of the 522

twin-layer HM-16QAM symbols may be formulated as: 523

SHM−16QAM =
1+ R1√

1+(1+ R1)2

[
S4QAM ±

1
(1+ R1)

e±
π
4 j
]
, 524

(1) 525

where S4QAM denotes the conventional square 4QAM con- 526

stellations and the HM-16QAM ratio R1 = d1/d0 is defined 527

in [59] for controlling the shape of the HM-16QAM con- 528

stellations, which has the constraint of R > 0, as detailed 529

in [59]. We have found in [59] that the optimum performance 530

of the system is achieved, when the HM-16QAM ratio is 531
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R1 = 3.0, while the rate-1/2 TTCM decoder has ζ = 4532

decoding iterations and the transmission packet size is533

η = 12,000 symbols. It is worth mentioning that we opted for534

a high interleaver length of η = 12,000 in [59] for the sake of535

achieving a high performance in the physical layer. However,536

a transmission packet length of η = 12,000 symbols may537

be excessive under the assumption that the fading channels’538

envelope remains constant during each packet’s transmission539

in a specific link. Hence, in this study, the settings of the540

HM ratio R1 and the rate-1/2 TTCM encoder/decoder were541

the same as those in [59], but the packet length was reduced542

to η = 1,200 symbols.543

TABLE 4. Simulation parameters used in the TTCM-aided twin-layer
HM base HMOR schematic of Fig. 6.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS544

The structure of this long section may be seen at a glance545

in Fig. 3. Again, the system considered communicates over546

Rayleigh-distributed block fading channels, where all nodes547

of the cooperative network are assumed to benefit from per-548

fect Channel State Information (CSI). The related simulation549

parameters are shown in Table 4. Furthermore, the symbols550

used in this section are defined as follows:551

• ¶t : the transmit power.552

• h̃: the instantaneous channel fading value.553

• γ : the average receive SNR, which is γ = ¶tκ
N0dα

, where554

κ =
(

c
4π fc

)2
is a constant, while c is the speed of light,555

fc = 2.4 GHz is the carrier frequency according to the556

WIFI standards, d denotes the distance and α is the557

path-loss exponent. Specifically, we consider the clas-558

sic free-space path-loss model [133], [134], where we559

have α = 2 and N0 is the noise power, which is set560

to −110 dBm in our simulations.561

• γ : the instantaneous receive SNR, which is given562

by γ = h̃γ .563

• Nt the number of maximum transmission attempts for564

each node in the cooperative network.565

A. FER DERIVATION566

Evaluating the FER metric is vital for determining whether567

the information is received successfully or not, which568

depends on many numerous factors, including the AWGN,569

the channel fading, the path-loss, etc. Although we can 570

directly infer the FER performance of a specific channel 571

coding scheme in a given scenario with the aid of 572

Monte-Carlo simulations, in order to investigate our 573

OR-assisted cooperative scenario, we have to characterize the 574

FER as a function of the receive SNR γ . A similar technique 575

has been conceived for a single-layer transmission scenario 576

in [81]. In this treatise, we employ the TTCMaided twin-layer 577

HM scheme of Fig. 7. We firstly generate the FER versus 578

SNR curve for transmission over AWGN channels using 579

simulations and then invoke the schemes designed in [135] to 580

find accurately matching polynomials for characterizing the 581

FER versus SNR curve. As seen in Table 4, the coding rate 582

of the TTCM scheme used in this treatise is set to RC = 0.5, 583

with a block length of η = 1, 200 symbols, while the octally 584

represented generator polynomials of the rate-1/2 TTCM 585

encoder are [13 06]. According to the simulation-based 586

FER versus SNR curve of the AWGN channel, the following 587

three-segment FER versus SNR model is constructed for 588

representing the performance of the twin-layer TTCM aided 589

transmission over AWGN channels: 590

FERAWGN (γ ) ≈


1 if 0 6 γ < η1,
4∑

k=1
ak (γ )4−k if η1 6 γ < η2,

a5e−10a6 log10(
γ
1
) if γ > η2.

(2) 591

In AWGN channels we have h̃ = 1, hence, γ = γ . 592

Explicitly, we divide the FERAWGN versus SNR simulation 593

curve of Eq. (2) into three segments according to the received 594

SNR thresholds η1 and η2. During the fitting process car- 595

ried out by Matlab, the appropriate values of η1 and η2 596

may be obtained. Additionally, 1 is a variable we used for 597

simplifying the Matlab-based curve-fitting process. Then the 598

FER versus SNR performance encountered over Rayleigh- 599

distributed block fading channels may now be expressed as: 600

FERRayleigh (̃hγ ) =
∫
∞

0
e−̃hFERAWGN (̃hγ )d̃h. (3) 601

Hence, we have the following scenario: 602

• When 0 6 h̃γ < η1, we arrive at: 603

FERIRayleigh =
∫ η1

γ

0
e−̃hd̃h = 1− e−

η1
γ . (4) 604

• For η1 6 h̃γ < η2, we have: 605

FERIIRayleigh 606

=

∫ η2
γ

η1
γ

4∑
k=1

ak (̃hγ )4−ke−̃hd̃h 607

=

4∑
k=1

akγ 4−k
∫ η2

γ

η1
γ

h̃4−ke−̃hd̃h 608

=

4∑
k=1

akγ 4−k
[
γ (5− k,

η2

γ
)− γ (5− k,

η1

γ
)
]
, (5) 609
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TABLE 5. Curve-fitting parameters for the FER versus SNR performance of receiving rate-1/2 TTCM 4QAM scheme, and of receiving L1 and L2 of the TTCM
aided twin-layer HM-16QAM scheme given HM ratio of R = 3.0. The related parameters for the channel coding schemes employed are shown in Table 4.

where γ (s, x) =
∫ x
0 t

s−1e−tdt , which is the lower610

incomplete gamma function.611

• Finally, for h̃γ > η2, we arrive at:612

FERIIIRayleigh =
∫
∞

η2
γ

a5e

(
−10a6 log10(

h̃γ
1
)
)
e−̃hd̃h613

= a5e
−10a6 log10

(
γ
1

) (
η2

γ

)(1− 10a6
ln 10

)
614

×G2,0
1,2

[
η2

γ

∣∣∣∣ 10b
ln 10

10b
ln 10 − 1, 0

]
, (6)615

where, we have G2,0
1,2

[
x

∣∣∣∣ ν

ν − 1, 0

]
= Eν(x) =616 ∫

∞

1
e−xt
tν dt , which is the Meijer-G function defined617

in [136] and [137].618

Therefore, the FER versus SNR performance for trans-619

mission over Rayleigh-distributed block fading channels is620

given by:621

FERRayleigh(γ γ ) = FERIRayleigh + FER
II
Rayleigh622

+FERIIIRayleigh. (7)623

Quantitatively, in our simulations of Fig. 8, there are six624

FER versus SNR curves that have to be matched. We have625

two curves for the FER versus SNR performance of the rate-626

1/2 TTCM coded 4QAM scheme for transmission over both627

AWGN channel and Rayleigh-distributed block fading chan-628

nels, another two curves for receiving L1 of the twin-layer629

rate-1/2 TTCM aided HM scheme over the two channels, and630

the last two curves for receiving L2 of the twin-layer rate-1/2631

TTCM aided HM scheme over the two channels. The related632

curve-fitting parameters are shown in Table 5.633

It can be observed from Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) that our634

mathematical FER versus SNR curve fitting schemes indeed635

match the simulation curves of the FER versus SNR per-636

formance over both AWGN and Rayleigh-distributed block637

fading channel. Therefore, we have successfully character-638

ized the FER performance as a function of the instantaneous639

receiver SNR. By computing the FER versus SNR perfor-640

mance curves for both the AWGN and Rayleigh-distributed641

block fading channel, we arrive at the nodes’ success-642

ful reception probability based on their near-instantaneous643

receiver SNR. Therefore, both their power-efficiency and644

delay may now be quantified. In the following section, we645

FIGURE 8. The BER versus FER performance of receiving rate-1/2 TTCM
4QAM scheme, and of receiving L1 and L2 of the TTCM aided twin-layer
HM-16QAM scheme given HM ratio of R = 3.0. The curve-fitting
parameters are shown in Table 5 and the related simulation parameters
are shown in Table 4. (a) AWGN channel. (b) Rayleigh-distributed block
fading channel.

have listed the ten possible states in our cooperative trans- 646

missions regime and the basic transmission activation rules 647

among the nodes for the theoretical performance analysis of 648

our system. 649

B. LEGITIMATE SYSTEM STATES AND STATE TRANSITIONS 650

Let us now characterize our four-node cooperative communi- 651

cation network in terms of its ten states of {Si}, where we have 652
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FIGURE 9. The state transition diagram of the ten legitimate system states of the cooperative schematic of Fig. 6.

i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10}. The ten states are shown in Table 6, whilst653

their state-transitions will be discussed below with reference654

to Fig. 9.655

TABLE 6. The ten states of the TTCM aided twin-layer HM-16QAM based
twin-relay assisted cooperative communication system of Fig. 6. Explicitly,
the L1 and L2 indicate the information received by each of the four nodes
in specific state.

As shown in Table 6, each state illustrates the current buffer656

status of each node in the network.We define the node nearest657

to the DN that receives L1 or L2, as the ‘Frontier’ of L1 or L2,658

where only the node which is the ‘Frontier’ of L1 or L2 or659

both may be chosen to be the transmitter for forwarding the660

packet during the following transmission. Since after every661

transmission the ‘Frontier’ of L1 or L2 are unique, we use662

the ‘Frontier’ of L1 and L2 to define the specific receiver663

state of the system and produce Table 6. Due to the specific664

layer-based decoding feature of the HM scheme, L1 having665

a higher protection level requires a lower receiver SNR than666

that of L2. Therefore, the position of the particular RN, which667

successfully received L2 will never be beyond the position of668

that RN, which successfully received L1. Hence, if there are669

n nodes in the network, the total number Nstate of the legiti-670

mate system states may be expressed as:671

Nstate = 1+ 2+ ...+ n =
n(n+ 1)

2
. (8)672

Note that during any transmission, only one of the nodes673

in the network is activated for transmission, which cor-674

responds to a Time Division Multi Access (TDMA)-style675

multiple access. For a specific node, if a packet encounters676

a transmission outage Nt times, then the packet will be dis- 677

carded. To be more specific, the transition among the legiti- 678

mate system states are presented in Fig. 9, and the details of 679

the ten states of the four-node network are described below 680

with the aid of frequent references to Fig. 9: 681

• State S1: it is the initial ‘switch-on’ state or the state, 682

when all the other nodes in the cooperative network 683

failed to receive even a single layer information from 684

the SN. Hence, the SN may have to retransmit both the 685

L1 and L2 layers during the following TS. Note that if 686

the current state is S1, the next state may be any one of 687

all the then legitimate states. We have to mention that if 688

the current state is the same as the following state, this 689

implies that the transmission attempt of the current state 690

has failed, hence the packet has to be retransmitted, as 691

seen in Fig. 9. 692

• State S2: only RN1 is capable of receiving L1. Here, 693

we allow RN1 to have the necessary priority to transmit 694

its L1 first, during the forthcoming TS. Only when the 695

DN has received L1 or if L1 is discarded, because if the 696

number of transmission attempts exceeds Nt , then SN 697

will be allowed to retransmit L2. Therefore, the next state 698

arrived at from S2 may be S2, S4 or S7, as portrayed 699

in Fig. 9. 700

• State S3: both L1 and L2 are received by the RN1. 701

Hence, during the following TS, SN could remain silent, 702

while RN1 may attempt to forward L1 and L2 to the 703

DN. Therefore, the observe also in Fig. 9 that next state 704

transition from S3 may be S3, S5, S6, S8, S9 or S10. 705

• State S4: RN2 is capable of receiving L1, while both 706

RN1 and RN2 failed to receive L2 and DN also receives 707

nothing. In this situation, since RN2, which is nearer to 708

the DN successfully decoded L1, during the next TS, the 709

system will only allow RN2 to forward L1 to DN. After 710

RN2 completed its transmission, SN will commence its 711

retransmission of L2. Hence the state S4 may be followed 712

by S4 or S7, as visualized in Fig. 9. 713

• State S5: RN2 is capable of receiving L1, while RN1 714

successfully decodes both L1 and L2, but DN fails to 715

receive anything. Then RN2 will attempt to transmit L1 716

to DN in the following TS, and after it completed its 717
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transmission, RN1 will be activated in order to forward718

L2 without L1. The following state upon emerging from719

S5 of Fig. 9 will be S5 or S8.720

• State S6: RN2 is capable of receiving both layers721

L1 and L2, while DN received nothing. In this situation,722

RN2 will forward both of L1 and L2 to DN during723

the following TS, while the SN and RN1 will remain724

silent until the system starts to transmit its next package.725

As seen in Fig. 9, the following state upon emerging726

from S6 will be S6, S9 or S10.727

• State S7: this state may be reached from S1, S2, S4728

and S7, depending on two situations, namely on whether729

DN has received L1 and on whether the system has730

discarded L1 due to Nt failed transmission attempts. Let731

us consider the transition S4 → S7 for instance. If the732

previous state is S4, then RN2 may forward L1 to DN,733

provided that DN successfully receives L1. Then the sys-734

tem will traverse to state S7, since DN received L1 and735

the entire system will only attempt to forward L2 to DN736

from SN during the following TS. However, if RN2737

failed to successfully transmit L1 to DN, the following738

state will still be S4. Then RN2 will try to retransmit L1,739

but if reception failures occur for Nt times, then RN2740

has to discard L1 and allow SN to retransmit L2. Hence,741

a state transition of Fig. 9 will be enforced from S4 to S7742

with DN marked by the flag L1 lost, as the ‘Null’ in743

Table 6. The state transitions emerging from S7 may be744

S7, S8, S9 or S10.745

• State S8: similar to S7, DN may either have success-746

fully received L1 or L1 may have been discarded, which747

depends on the previous state. Meanwhile, L2 will be748

forwarded to DN by RN1 during the following TS. The749

following states reached from S8 may be S8, S9 or S10.750

• State S9: similar to S7, in the following TS, only RN2751

is activated to forward L2 to DN. The next state upon752

departure from S9 be S9 or S10, as observed in Fig. 9.753

• State S10: the final state for each packet’s transmission,754

while, whether that layer L1 or L2 may be successfully755

received by the DN or be discarded still depends on the756

previous state.757

C. SINGLE-STEP STATE-TRANSITION PROBABILITY758

During the transmissions, SN and RN may have to transmit759

two types of signals. More specifically, when they have to760

forward all of the twin-layer information, they would transmit761

the HM-16QAM symbols streams. By contrast, when they762

only have to forward single-layer information (L1 or L2),763

they would transmit rate-1/2 4QAM TTCM coded symbols.764

Hence, according to the analysis in Section V-A, we define765

the following state-transition probabilities:766

• P4QAM : The probability of successfully receiving the767

rate-1/2 TTCM 4QAM symbols, which is given by768

P4QAM = 1− FER4QAM (γ ).769

• PL1 : The probability of successfully receiving L1, when770

the HM-16QAM signals were transmitted, which is for-771

mulated as PL1 = 1− FERL1 (γ ).772

• PL1,L2 : The probability of successfully receiving both 773

L1 and L2, when the HM-16QAM signal was trans- 774

mitted (as mentioned before, when the node is capable 775

of receiving L2, it may also be able to successfully 776

receive L1). It is expressed as PL1,L2 = 1−FERL1,L2 (γ ). 777

• P[0/2]: The probability of transmitting the twin- 778

layer HM-16QAM signals, but both L1 and L2 were 779

received unsuccessfully. This may be characterized by 780

P[0/2] = 1− PL1 . 781

• P[1/2]: The probability of transmitting the twin-layer 782

HM-16QAM signals, but only L1 is received success- 783

fully, which may be expressed as P[1/2] = PL1−PL1,L2 . 784

• P[2/2]: The probability of transmitting the twin-layer 785

HM-16QAM signals, where both L1 and L2 are success- 786

fully received, which is given by P[2/2] = PL1,L2 . 787

• P[0/1]: The probability of transmitting only a single 788

layer, namely L1 or L2 by using the rate-1/2 TTCM 789

4QAM scheme, which was not received successfully. 790

This may be characterized by P[0/1] = 1− P4QAM . 791

• P[1/1]: The probability of successfully receiving the 792

transmitted single-layer (L1 or L2) information based 793

on the rate-1/2 TTCM 4QAM scheme, yielding 794

P[1/1] = P4QAM . 795

Therefore, based on Section V-B, we may derive a set of 796

single-step state-transition probabilities based on the transmit 797

power ¶t of each node, as shown in Table 7, where we have 798

P = 1 − P. The notation P[i/j]mn shown in Table 7 represents 799

the probability of transmission from node m to node n, where 800

i layers(s) was(were) successfully received out of the trans- 801

mitted j layer(s). 802

D. ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION 803

In this section, we conceived a method of analysing the 804

attainable performance of our cooperative systems based 805

on the single-step state-transition probability recorded in 806

Table 7. Our theoretical analysis aims for characterizing the 807

distribution of all possible system states, where the transition 808

among all states is based the single-step transition probabil- 809

ities defined in Table 7. The FER performance versus the 810

transmit power ¶t formula is based on Eq. (7) of Section V-A, 811

which relies on the single-step transition probabilities 812

recorded in Table 7. The statistics used for characterizing the 813

performance of the system are defined as follows: 814

• DelayL1 and DelayL2 denote the delays before the DN 815

receives L1 and L2, respectively. 816

• PL1outage and P
L2
outage represent the probabilities of discard- 817

ing L1 and L2, respectively. 818

• PWC denotes the average packet power consumption of 819

the entire system. 820

• The notation8 represents the average throughput of the 821

entire system expressed in terms of packets per TS. The 822

TS here is the time duration required for transmitting a 823

packet containing 1,200 symbols. In order to simplify 824

the analysis of the system, we refrain from converting 825

each TS into actual time duration in seconds. Instead, 826

we treat each TS as a unit in this treatise. 827
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TABLE 7. The single-step state-transition probability table.

FIGURE 10. The actual hop structure of our four-node cooperative
network used in theoretical analysis as well as simulations. The unit of
the statistics shown in the figure is meter (m) for distance.

Note that, in this study, our system is considered to be828

assisted by two RNs and the channel is a Rayleigh-distributed829

block fading channel, wherewe assume that the instantaneous830

channel fading envelope remains unchanged throughout a831

single packet’s transmission. In the Matlab simulations, in832

order to simplify the discussions, we assume that the posi-833

tions of the four nodes in the cooperative network are834

fixed to: SN(100, 100), RN1(400, 400), RN2(800, 300) and835

DN(1100, 100) (as shown in Fig. 10), where the coordinates836

of the nodes are given in the round bracket. According to837

the ‘Frontier’ of L1 and L2 as described in Section V-B and838

Table 6, we are able to identify the current system state and839

predict the next legitimate channel state. Hence, in order840

to expand our four-node cooperative network to a general841

n-node network, we have to find the relationship among the842

system state S, the number of nodes in the network and843

the ‘Frontier’ of L1 and L2 in a given state S. Firstly, in844

an n-node cooperative network assisted by our twin-layer845

HM scheme, the number of possible system states NState is846

NState =
n(n+1)

2 , as seen in Eq. (8). More specifically, we847

may record the ‘Frontier’ of L1 and L2 in each state S in848

a pair of (NState×n)-element matrices, namely in SL1 and SL2. 849

Explicitly, the elements in these matrices can be expressed as: 850

SL1(i1, j1) =

1 if j1 =
⌈
−1+

√
1+ 8i1
2

⌉
0 else

(9) 851

SL2(i2, j2) =

1 if j2 = i2 −
j1(j1 − 1)

2
0 else,

(10) 852

where we have i1 ∈

{
1, 2, . . . , n(n+1)2

}
, j1, j2 ∈ 853

{1, 2, . . . , n}, n is the number of nodes in the network, while 854

i2 ∈
{
j1(j1−1)

2 + 1, . . . , j1(j1+1)2

}
. The element ‘1’ in the 855

matrix indicates that L1 or L2 appears at that node within the 856

target state, whereas the rest of the elements will be set to ‘0’. 857

Hence, when n = 4, the matrices SL1 and SL2 are given by: 858

SL1 =



1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1


, SL2 =



1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


, 859

(11) 860

where, for example, the SL1(10, 4) = 1 indicates that at 861

the system state S10, L1 has been successfully received at 862

node 4 of the network, which is the DN node. Meanwhile, 863

we define the (Nstate × Nstate)-element single-step transition 864
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Algorithm 1 Theoretical Analysis

1 while sum(M1)+sum(M2)> 10−6 do
2 if TS==1 then
3 M1(i,1+(NrL1(1,i)==1))= 1× TrL1(1,i)
4 M2(i,1+(NrL2(1,i)==1))= 1× TrL2(1,i)
5 else
6 for i = 1:Nstate do
7 for j = 1:Nt do
8 for k = 1:Nstate do
9 % L1/L2 broadcasted

10 if NrL1(i, k)==2/NrL2(i, k)==2
then

11 M1(k,1)=M1(k,1)+ M1(i,j)
× TrL1(i,k)

12 M2(k,1)=M2(k,1)+ M2(i,j)
× TrL2(i,k)

13 else if NrL1(i,k)==1/NrL2(i,k)==1
then

14 M1(k,j+1)=M1(k,j+1)
+ M1(i,j) × TrL1(i,k)

15 M2(k,j+1)=M2(k,j+1)
+ M2(i,j) × TrL2(i,k)

16 end
17 % L1 is broadcast while L2 is

reserved
18 M2(k,j)=M2(k,j)+

M2(i, j)× [Tr(i, k)− TrL2(i, k)]
19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 % calculate delay
24 DelayL1(TS) = Delay1(TS)

+
∑b

i=a+1
∑Nt+1

j=1 M1(i, j);
25 M1(i,:)=0, i∈ {a+ 1, . . . , b}
26 DelayL2(TS) = Delay2(TS) +

∑Nt+1
j=1 M2(i = b, j);

27 M2(i,:)=0, i=b
28 % calculate outage
29 OutageL1(TS) = out1(TS)+

∑b
i=1M1(i,Nt + 1);

30 M1(i,Nt + 1) = 0, i∈ {1, . . . , b}
31 OutageL2(TS) = out2(TS)+

∑b
i=1M2(i,Nt + 1);

32 M2(i,Nt + 1) = 0, i∈ {1, . . . , b}
33 % L1 is outage and the probability is removed
34 if sum(M1(i,:))==0 &sum(M2(i,:)) 6= 0,

i∈ {1, . . . , a} then
35 Find state Sk ∈ {Sa+1, . . . , Sb}, which the

‘Frontier’ of L2 is the same with that of state Si
36 M2(k,:) =M2(k,:)+ M2(i,:), M2(i,:)=0
37 end
38 % state appearance
39 for i = 1: b do
40 statePMF (i) = statePMF (i)

+ max(sum(M1(i,:)),sum(M2(i,:)))
41 end
42 M1 = M1; clear M1
43 M2 = M2; clear M2
44 TS=TS+1
45 end

probability matrix of the ten-state four-node system as Tr ,865

which is recorded in Table 7. Our method is generalized866

in Algorithm 1 to n nodes. In order to simplify the analysis,867

the transmissions of L1 and L2 will be formulated separately. 868

Therefore, a pair of flag-matrices are generated based on the 869

matrices SL1 and SL2, as follows: 870

NrL1 =



1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
0 1 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 2 2 0 2 2 2
0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


, 871

(12) 872

NrL2 =



1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


. 873

(13) 874

These two matrices store the transmission status of the two 875

layers. Let us consider the element NrL1(i, j) for instance, 876

where i denotes the current state and j represents the next 877

state. When i < 7, NrL1(i, j) = 0 indicates that if the current 878

state is Si, the next state will not be Sj, while NrL1(i, j) = 2 879

implies that the transition from Si to Sj is possible and the 880

‘Frontier’ of L1 will change, whereas,NrL1(i, i) = 1 indicates 881

that the ‘Frontier’ of L1 will not change during the transition 882

from Si to Sj, where the counter of the transmission time 883

of the current state will be increased by 1. When we have 884

7 6 i 6 10, as mentioned in Section V-B, either L1 will not 885

be transmitted in the network, or it may be received by the 886

DN or alternatively it might be discarded by the system due to 887

exceeding the maximum number of transmission attemptsNt , 888

which depends on the transmission time instant counters. 889

Hence, we have NrL1(i, j) = 0 for 7 6 i 6 10. Whilst 890

NrL2 may be deemed to be similar to NrL1 by comparing 891

Eq. (12) and Eq. (12). Note that DN may only receive L2 in 892

the final state S10. Therefore, the single-step state transition 893

probability matrix for L1 can be derived as the Hadamard 894

product of Tr and NrL1, which is formulated as: 895

TrL1 = Tr ◦ NrL1, (14) 896

where we have: 897

NrL1(i, j) =

{
1 if NrL1(i, j) = 2
NrL1(i, j) if NrL1(i, j) 6= 2.

(15) 898

Similarly, we have: 899

TrL2 = Tr ◦ NrL2. (16) 900
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M1 =


· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

m1(4, 1) m1(4, 2) · · · · · · · · · · · · m1(4, 7) m1(4, 8)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

m1(7, 1) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

m1(10, 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 (17)

Let us now generate a pair of (Nstate×Nt+1)matrices, namely901

M1 (for transmitting L1) andM2 (for transmitting L2), where902

the pair of matrices M1 and M2 will be used to record the903

transmission and re-transmission among the state-transitions.904

Specifically, the elements in M1 may be expressed as: The905

element m1(k, j) in the matrix M1 indicates the probability906

of receiving the information L1 when the channel state is Sk ,907

while the transmitter in Sk embarks on making the jth attempt908

to forward the packet L1. Assuming that we are at the element909

m1(4, 1) at a random TS, this element denotes the successful910

transmission probability from the previous state to state S4.911

According to the transition rule defined in Fig. 9, the state S4912

may be followed by S4 or S7. If we are atm1(4, 1) and assume913

that the next transition of Fig. 9 is S4→ S4, we may have:914

m1(4, 2) = m1(4, 2)+ m1(4, 1)× TrL1(4, 4), (18)915

which indicates that our probabilitym1(4, 1) will be added to916

m1(4, 2), where TrL1(4, 4) denotes the transition probability917

of L1 based on the transition S4 → S4. If reception failure918

occurs for six consecutive transitions, we arrive at m1(4, 7),919

where the element ‘7’ indicates that in state S4 the system920

makes a 7th effort to forward L1. If the maximum number921

of attempts at each node is Nt = 7, then m1(4, 7) may922

only have a single final transition. If successful, then we923

may have:924

m1(7, 1) = m1(7, 1)+ m1(4, 7)× TrL1(4, 7), (19)925

implying that the probability m1(4, 7) will be added to926

m1(7, 1) for the next transition. However, if the transition fails927

again, we arrive at:928

m1(4, 8) = m1(4, 8)+ m1(4, 7)× TrL1(4, 4), (20)929

noting that we have Nt = 7, while m1(4, 8) represents the930

failure probability of the 7th attempt of S4 traversing from931

m1(4, 1) to m1(4, 8). Hence, the probability m1(4, 8) should932

now be removed from the matrixM1, since no more attempts933

are available for S4. Note that m1(10, 1) represents the prob-934

ability that DN successfully received both L1 and L2 during935

the current TS. The processing procedure of the probability936

matrixM2 for the transitions of L2 is similar to that of L1, but937

it is based on the single-transition probability matrix TrL2.938

Our theoretical analysis based on M1 and M2 is detailed939

in Algorithm 1, whilst the corresponding simplified flow-940

chart based on Algorithm 1 is illustrated in Fig. 11.941

Again, for j = Nt + 1, the related transmission of942

L1 or L2 will be abandoned and the ‘Outage’ counter will943

be incremented. In Algorithm 1, we have a = n(n−1)
2944

and b = n(n+1)
2 , where n is the number of nodes in the 945

cooperative network. Note that when the system’s state is 946

Si (i 6 a), the system does not receive any information. 947

Meanwhile, during the state-transition from S(a+1) to S(b−1), 948

only L1 of the twin-layer HM scheme is received successfully 949

by the DN. The final state Sb indicates that both L1 and L2 950

have been successfully transmitted to DN. 951

The specific segment of Algorithm 1 spanning from 952

line 2 to 22 calculates the probabilities of all the possible 953

state-transitions of the current TS based on the previous prob- 954

ability matrixM1 as well asM2, and the results are recorded 955

inM1 andM2 as shown by line 3 to 4 of Algorithm 1. Note 956

that, during the first TS, we set the probability of successfully 957

receiving L1 and L2 to ‘1’. The segment of Algorithm 1 958

spanning from line 23-27 is to calculate the number of TSs 959

that the DN needs for receiving L1 and L2, which determines 960

the associated normalized delay. We also mention that, every 961

time we derive DelayL1 and DelayL2 of the current TS, 962

we have to clear the elements in M1 and M2 which were 963

used during the calculations, because these probabilities are 964

assumed to represent the information that the DN has suc- 965

cessfully received a packet. Hence, they should not remain in 966

the matrix for the ensuing calculations of Algorithm 1. The 967

segment of Algorithm 1 ranging from 28-32 is to calculate 968

the outage probabilities of L1 and L2 of the current TS. 969

As we mentioned before, the element in M1(i, j) represents 970

the probability of the state Si associated with transmitting 971

L1 for the jth time. Therefore, all the elements in M1(i, j) 972

associated with j = Nt + 1 and i 6 a represent the outage 973

probability of L1 during the current TS. Since the elements 974

involved in the DelayL1 calculations have been cleared, we 975

may derive the outage probability of L1 during the current TS, 976

as shown in line 29. As for receiving L2, since the DN may 977

only receive L2 in the system state Sb, all the elements in 978

M2(i, j) associated with j = Nt + 1 and i 6 b − 1 may 979

be considered to represent the outage probability of L2. Note 980

that since the elements involved in the DelayL2 calculations 981

have also been cleared, the outage probability of L2 during 982

the current TS may be derived as in line 31 of Algorithm 1. 983

Similar by to the delay calculations, the matrix elementsM1 984

andM2 involved in the outage probability calculations should 985

also be cleared, because in cooperative communications this 986

part of the information will be discarded by the system, 987

when the transmission attempt counter exceeds Nt . Hence, 988

the specific elements in M1 and M2, which are involved in 989

the outage probability calculations should not remain in the 990

matrix for the calculations during the next TS. 991
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FIGURE 11. The flow-chart of the theoretical analysis of our HMOR algorithm aided four-node cooperative network of Fig. 10.
The flow-chart is based on Algorithm 1, where the related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 and the system’s schematic
is described in Section V-B.

Additionally, when L1 is discarded by the system, since992

the transmission attempt counter at the target transmitter993

exceeds Nt , the current state Si will be forced to traverse994

to Sk , where k ∈ {a + 1, . . . , b}, if the ‘Frontier’ of L2 at 995

state Sk is the same as that at state Si. Hence, all the elements 996

in M2(i, :) should be copied to M2(k, :), while the elements 997
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in M2(i, :) should be cleared after this copying process, as998

shown in Line 33-37 of Algorithm 1. The probabilities of999

encountering the specific number of appearances for each1000

state are computed in the segment of Algorithm 1 spanning1001

from line 38-41. Additionally, the segment ranging from1002

Line 42-44 represents populating the ‘new previous probabil-1003

ity matrix’M1 as well asM2 and clearingM1 andM2 for the1004

next TS. Note that the loop of Algorithm 1 is controlled by1005

the total probabilities of remaining inM1 andM2. When we1006

have sum(M1)+sum(M2)< 10−6, we assumed that the twin-1007

layer information is successfully received by the DN, hence1008

the loop will be terminated. Therefore, we may normalise the1009

distribution of DelayL1 and DelayL2 as follows:1010

DelayL1(i) =
DelayL1(i)∑
DelayL1(i)

, (21)1011

DelayL2(j) =
DelayL1(j)∑
DelayL2(j)

, (22)1012

which are also known as the Probability Mass1013

Function (PMF). According to DelayL1 and DelayL2, the1014

Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the delay of1015

L1 and L2 may be expressed as:1016

CDFL1(k) =
i=1∑
k

DelayL1(i), (23)1017

CDFL2(k) =
i=1∑
k

DelayL2(i). (24)1018

Furthermore, the outage probability of L1 and L2 may be1019

formulated as:1020

PL1
outage =

∑
OutageL1(i), (25)1021

PL2
outage =

∑
OutageL2(j). (26)1022

Hence, the throughput of the entire system may be character-1023

ized as:1024

8 =
2− PL1

outage − P
L2
outage∑

statePMF
, (27)1025

where, the statePMF records the appearance of each state1026

throughout the entire transmission process. Meanwhile, in1027

the analysis, instead of assuming that all the nodes in the1028

network has the same transmit power, we are going to find1029

the optimized ¶t for each node. Based on the discussions1030

of Section V-B, at each system state, the transmitter node is1031

given. Explicitly, the node index χ of the transmitter in the1032

n-node network may be inferred from the current state index i1033

as follows:1034

χ =


⌈
−1+

√
1+ 8i

2

⌉
if 1 6 i 6

n(n− 1)
2

i−
n(n− 1)

2
if
n(n−1)

2
+ 1 6 i 6

n(n+1)
2

.

1035

(28)1036

Therefore, the total power consumption Etotal may be 1037

expressed as: 1038

Etotal =
Nstate∑
i=1

statePMF (i)× ¶t (χ ). (29) 1039

Hence, the average power consumption (PWC) per packet 1040

may be formulated as: 1041

PWC =
Etotal

2− PL1
outage − P

L2
outage

. (30) 1042

It may be observed that, PWC is jointly determined both 1043

by Etotal as well as by outage probabilities PL1
outage and P

L2
outage. 1044

During the analysis, our results were generated according to 1045

the specific value of Nt . At a specific value of Nt , we have 1046

set the ¶t in the range spanning from 10−6 W to 0.1 W at 1047

all the three nodes in the network, namely at SN, RN1 and 1048

RN2, for the sake of finding the optimum ¶t for each node 1049

for arriving at theminimum per-packet power consumption of 1050

PWC . The search procedure conducted in two rounds. Firstly, 1051

we initialise all the nodes to a low power of ¶t = 10−3 W 1052

and commence the search from RN2, namely the node near- 1053

est to DN, and then moving backwards to SN. After the 1054

first round of the search, we may arrive at the optimized 1055

¶1tSN , ¶
1
tRN1 and ¶1tRN2. All these three values will be the 1056

initial values for round two. Then the search process will 1057

be repeated for another round. Therefore, we may find the 1058

optimized value of ¶tSN , ¶tRN1 and ¶tRN2 for deriving the 1059

minimum per-packet power consumption of PWC . The ¶tSN , 1060

¶tRN1 and ¶tRN2 values derived during the theoretical anal- 1061

ysis will also be employed in the simulations for check- 1062

ing whether the results of our theoretical method match 1063

the simulation results. In order to provide fair comparisons 1064

between our scheme and the TOR scheme, all the results 1065

of Section VII will be based on the optimized per-packet 1066

power PWC . 1067

VI. SYSTEM SIMULATIONS 1068

The flow chart of the simulation for the single packet’s 1069

transmission is illustrated in Fig. 12, which is detailed in 1070

the Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 illustrates the schedule of 1071

our simulations in the context of the cooperative communi- 1072

cation system considered. To be more specific, the number of 1073

sample-packet transmitted is set to NST = 105. As discussed 1074

in Section V-B, for every specific state of Table 6, the twin- 1075

layer information stream of L1 and L2 will have reached a 1076

specific position in the cooperative networks. Given the cur- 1077

rent state, according to the transmission rule defined in Fig. 9 1078

of Section V-B, we activate the corresponding transmission 1079

for the following TS. Then, based on the FER versus SNR 1080

performance characterized in Section V-A, the success or 1081

failure status of L1 and L2 during the current transmission 1082

may be evaluated.When decidingwhether the node is capable 1083

of successfully receiving the packet or not, we will generate 1084

a random variable ν ∈ u(0, 1), where u(0, 1) represent the 1085

uniform distribution within the range [0, 1]. Explicitly, if we 1086
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FIGURE 12. The flow-chart of a single packet’s transmission in our HMOR algorithm aided four-node cooperative network of Fig. 10. The flow-chart is
based on Algorithm 2, where the related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 and the system’s schematic is described in Section V-B.

have ν 6 FERtarget , the status of the target node would1087

be considered to be ‘failed’. By contrast, if ν > FERtarget ,1088

the transmission between the transmitter and the target node1089

would be successful. Therefore, once we identified the1090

transmission success/failure status based on the current state, 1091

the next state to be encountered by our transmissions regime 1092

may be predicted, as shown in the segment spanning from 1093

line 4 to 8 in Algorithm 2. 1094
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Algorithm 2 System Simulation
1 for i=1:simulation-time do
2 current state Scurrent = S1
3 while Brake-flag==0 do
4 Generate channel fading based on Scurrent .
5 Derive the instantaneous SNR at each node

based on current transmitter. Then, find the
correspond FER of receiving L1 and L2 at
each receiver candidate.

6 Judging the next state Snext based on
Section V-A and V-B

7 Setting up the new transmitter.
8 % calculate delay
9 if Snext > Sa&Scurrent 6 Sa then

10 DelayL1 (TS)=DelayL1 (TS)+1
11 end
12 if Snext = S10 then
13 DelayL2 (TS)=DelayL2 (TS)+1
14 end
15 % record the times each states appeared
16 State(statenum) = State(statenum)+ 1
17 % calculate transmission time
18 if Frontier of L1 unchanged & transmitter is

forwarding L1 then
19 NtL1 = NtL1 + 1
20 else
21 NtL1 = 1
22 end
23 if Frontier of L2 unchanged & transmitter is

forwarding L2 then
24 NtL2 = NtL2 + 1
25 else if Frontier of L2 unchanged &

transmitter is not forwarding L2 then
26 NtL2 = NtL2
27 else
28 NtL2 = 1
29 end
30 % calculate outage
31 if NtL2 > Nt&outL2 == 0 then
32 outL2count = outL2count + 1
33 outL2 = 1
34 end
35 if NtL1 > Nt&Snext 6 Sa then
36 outL1count = outL1count + 1
37 Forcing the Snext to transfer to

Snext ∈ {S(a+1), S(a+2), . . . , S(b−1)} based
on the current position of L2 (shown in
Section V-B).

38 end
39 % end the loop
40 if Scurrent = Sb then
41 Brake-flag=1; break
42 end
43 if Sa < Scurrent < Sb&outL2 == 1 then
44 Brake-flag=1; break
45 end
46 Scurrent = Snext
47 TS = TS+1
48 end
49 end

The segment ranging from line 8 to 14 records the number1095

of TSs the L1 and L2 streams required to be conveyed to1096

the DN. Furthermore, line 16 of Algorithm 2 records the1097

number of events that each state occurred during the entire 1098

transmission process, which will be used for calculating the 1099

power consumption of the entire system. The segment rang- 1100

ing from line 17 to 29 of Algorithm 2 counters the retrans- 1101

mission attempts at the current transmitter. If the ‘Frontier’ of 1102

L1 remains unchanged, the value of the counter NrL1 will be 1103

incremented by one, otherwise, the NrL1 counter will be set to 1104

one. If the ‘Frontier’ of L2 remains unchanged and the trans- 1105

mitter is transmitting L2, the value ofNrL2 will be incremented 1106

by one. However, if the ‘Frontier’ of L2 remains unchanged, 1107

but the transmitter is not going to transmit L2 during the 1108

following TS, the value of NrL2 will be kept unchanged, 1109

otherwise, the NrL2 counter will be set to one. Recall that, the 1110

decision concerning the transmitter’s specific action and the 1111

particular choice of information that the transmitter is going 1112

to forward during the next TS were defined in Section V-B. 1113

The segment spanning from line 30 to 38 is included in order 1114

to decide, whether the system has to discard any information. 1115

When we have NrL2 > Nr , the system will discard L2, the 1116

transmission attempt counter outL2count will be incremented 1117

by one, and the flag outL2 will be reset to one. As for NrL1 , 1118

if it exceeds the maximum tolerable number of transmission 1119

attempts Nt , while the DN still does not receive anything 1120

(Snext 6 Sa), then the new state will have to obey Snext ∈ 1121

{S(a+1), S(a+2), . . . , S(b−1)}, which depends on the ‘Frontier’ 1122

of L2. Note that in this situation, the actions ofAlgorithm 2 in 1123

the segment spanning from line 8 to 11 will not be activated 1124

during the next loop. Hence, L1 will be discarded when the 1125

entire loop ends. Furthermore, lines 39 to 45 are related to 1126

testing the conditions under which to terminate the loop. 1127

Finally, lines 46-47 update the system’s state and increment 1128

the TS counter for the next loop. 1129

Whist the calculation of the system characteristics carried 1130

out during the simulations is different from that in the the- 1131

oretical analysis, the distributions of DelayL1 and DelayL2 1132

are the same as those in Eq. (21) and Eq. (22), respectively. 1133

By the same token, CDFL1 and CDFL1 are also the same as 1134

those in Eq. (23) and Eq. (24). The simulation-based outage 1135

probability of L1 and L2 is given by: 1136

PL1
outage =

outL1count
NST

, (31) 1137

PL2
outage =

outL2count
NST

, (32) 1138

which are different from those in Eq. 25 and Eq. 26, where 1139

again, the total number of packets simulated NST = 105. 1140

Therefore, the throughput of the system may be expressed as: 1141

8 =
2× NST − outL1count − outL2count

TStotal
, (33) 1142

where the total power consumption ‘Etotal’ while transmit- 1143

ting NST packets is the same as that defined in (29). The 1144

simulation-based average packet-power consumption PWC 1145

may be formulated as: 1146

PWC =
Etotal(

2− PL1
outage − P

L2
outage

)
× NST

. (34) 1147
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VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS1148

In this section, we first compared our twin-layer1149

TTCHM-16QAM aided OR scheme to the TOR scheme.1150

Furthermore, we also compared the performance of a four-1151

node network to a ten-node network, both of them employ-1152

ing our cooperative communication protocol described in1153

Section V-B. Note that in order to make a fair comparison1154

of the systems, the transmit power ¶t of each node has been1155

optimized for achieving the minimum PWC for the given1156

value of Nt .1157

FIGURE 13. The optimized power ¶t of the SN, RN1 and RN2 versus the
maximum number of transmission attempts Nt of the four-node
cooperative communication network considered. The related simulation
parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s schematic is
described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.

A. COMPARISON TO TRADITIONAL1158

OPPORTUNISTIC ROUTING1159

The TOR scheme has been lavish by document, for example1160

in [81] and [94]. Fig. 13 represents the optimized ¶t of each1161

single node in the four-node cooperative network. It may be1162

observed from Fig. 13 that upon increasing Nt , the optimized1163

power ¶t exhibits a slight reduction tendency upto Nt = 6,1164

but for Nt > 6, it will remain near-constant. Recall that in our1165

cooperative communication protocol, the TTCM aided twin-1166

layer HM-16QAM packet may become partitioned during its1167

transmission. Hence, the optimized power ¶t of each single1168

node of our HMOR scheme is the same as those of the TOR1169

scheme transmitting TTCM coded 4QAM signal packets.1170

Consider Nt = 7 for instance, where the optimized power1171

¶t of each node of our twin-layer HM-16QAM OR and of1172

the TTCM coded 4QAM TOR are: ¶tSN = 0.2512 mW,1173

¶tRN1 = 0.1585 mW and ¶tRN2 = 0.1 mW. However, when1174

using the TOR scheme to transmit the TTCM aided twin-1175

layer HM-16QAM packets, we have higher transmit power1176

values, namely, ¶tSN = 3.98 mW, ¶tRN1 = 2.51 mW and1177

¶tRN2 = 1.58mW, whenNt = 7. Therefore, Fig. 13 indicates1178

that, the HMOR scheme is capable of substantially reducing1179

the power ¶t of each single node in the network.1180

The optimized per-packet power consumption PWC of1181

the four-node cooperative communication network is shown1182

FIGURE 14. The optimized average per-packet power-consumption PWC
versus the maximum number of transmission attempts Nt of our
four-node cooperative communication network. The related simulation
parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s schematic is
described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.

FIGURE 15. The throughput versus the maximum number of transmission
attempts Nt of four-node cooperative communication network. The
related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s
schematic is described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen
in Fig. 10.

in Fig. 14. The curves seen in Fig. 14 show the minimum 1183

PWC that the specific OR scheme may achieve for a given 1184

number of transmission attempts of Nt . It may be observed 1185

that, for Nt = 7, the minimized PWC of our four-node 1186

based TTCM aided twin-layer HM-16QAM scheme becomes 1187

PWCmin ≈ 0.74 mW, while PWCmin of the TOR transmitting 1188

TTCMaided 4QAMpackets is only slightly lower than that of 1189

HMOR scheme, which is about 0.71 mW. However, for 1190

Nt = 7, the minimum PWC that the TOR scheme trans- 1191

mitting TTCM aided HM-16QAM packets may achieve is 1192

12.37 mW. 1193

The throughput of the four-node cooperative network of 1194

Fig. 10 is represented in Fig. 15. The simulation results are 1195
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TABLE 8. The simulation results summarized from Fig. 13 to Fig. 15. The related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4, while the
system’s schematic is described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.

based on the statistics illustrated in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.1196

As expected upon increasing Nt , the throughput of all1197

the schemes is reduced. Based on the minimized aver-1198

age per-packet power-consumption PWC and optimized1199

power ¶t of every node in the network, the throughput of1200

our HMOR scheme becomes similar to that of the TOR1201

scheme transmitting TTCM coded 4QAM packets, which is1202

8 ≈ 0.22 [packet/TS] for Nt = 7. By contrast, the1203

throughput 8 of the TOR scheme transmitting TTCM aided1204

twin-layer HM-16QAM packets is about 0.41 [packet/TS]1205

for Nt = 7. However, the price we paid for the increased1206

throughput is an about ten times higher power ¶t at each1207

single node of the entire network, as shown in Fig. 13. Note1208

that, if we set ¶tSN = 3.98 mW, ¶tRN1 = 2.51 mW and1209

¶tRN2 = 1.58 mW, the throughput of our HMOR scheme1210

transmitting TTCM aided twin-layer HM-16QAM packets1211

will be increased to 0.894 [packet/TS]. In a nutshell, we1212

focussed our attention on the attainable system performance1213

for Nt = 7, where the related results portrayed in Fig. 13 to1214

Fig. 15 are summarized in Table 8.1215

FIGURE 16. The outage probability versus the number of maximum
transmission attempts of each node Nt based on different OR schemes.
The statistics are all based on the minimized PWC for each scheme at a
given value of Nt . The related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4,
while the system’s schematic is described in Section V-B and the
network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.

Fig. 16 illustrates the outage probability Poutage of both1216

our HMOR scheme and that of the TOR scheme. Since1217

HMOR scheme may partition the TTCM aided twin-layer1218

HM-16QAM signal into two packets during its transmission,1219

we have to define a pair of outage probabilities namely1220

FIGURE 17. The PMF and the CDF of the four-node cooperative network’s
delay based on different OR schemes. The statistics are all based on the
minimized PWC for each scheme given Nt = 7. The related simulation
parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s schematic is
described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.
(a) PMF of the delay for Nt = 7. (b) CDF of the delay for Nt = 7.

PL1
outage and P

L2
outage. It may be observed that upon increasing 1221

the number of transmission attempts Nt , the outage prob- 1222

abilities of all the three schemes characterized in Fig. 16 1223

will be reduced. Based on their minimized per-packet power- 1224

consumption PWC , when considering Nt > 6, the outage 1225

probabilities of both L1 and L2 of our twin-layer OR scheme, 1226

as well as that of the TOR transmitting TTCM aided twin- 1227

layer HM-16QAM packets that of the TOR transmitting 1228

single layer TTCM coded 4QAM packets becomes similar. 1229

Fig. 17(a) illustrate the PMF of our HMOR scheme’s delay 1230
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for Nt = 7. By contrast, the CDF of our HMOR scheme’s1231

delay and that of the TOR scheme is represented in Fig. 17(b)1232

for Nt = 7. Again, all the results shown in Fig. 17(b) are1233

based on the minimized PWC for each specific OR scheme.1234

It may be observed that the CDF ofDelayL1 of our twin-layer1235

OR scheme is similar to that of the two traditional schemes.1236

Quantitatively, 99.5% of the packets may be received with1237

a delay of 11 TSs or less. But as shown in Fig. 13, Fig. 141238

and Fig. 15, in order to transmit the TTCM coded twin-layer1239

HM-16QAM packets at a lower PWC as well as at a lower1240

¶t of each node in the network, the price paid by our HMOR1241

scheme is the extended delay of receiving L2 of the twin-layer1242

HM-16QAM packets at DN. Explicitly, 96.3% of L2 of the1243

twin-layer HM-16QAMpackets may be received with a delay1244

of 15 TSs or less.1245

FIGURE 18. The PMF and the CDF of the four-node cooperative network’s
delay based on different OR schemes. The statistics are all based on the
minimized PWC for each scheme given Nt = 7. The related simulation
parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s schematic is
described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10.
(a) PMF of the delay for Nt = 7. (b) CDF of the delay for Nt = 7.

Fig. 18 illustrates our comparison between the1246

TOR algorithm during receiving two packets and of the1247

HMOR algorithm receiving L2. The system considered is1248

the four-node cooperative wireless ad hoc network shown 1249

in Fig. 10. The maximum number of transmission attempts 1250

for each node of the cooperative network is set to Nt = 7. 1251

Note that the power ¶t of each node of the HMOR algorithm 1252

associated with the HM ratio of R1 = 3.0 is similar to that 1253

of the TOR algorithm transmitting 4QAM TTCM packets. 1254

It may be observed in Fig. 18(b) that 97.7% of the second 1255

packet of the TOR algorithm transmitting 4QAM TTCM 1256

coded packets will be received with a maximum delay of 1257

15 TSs. This is similar to that of DelayL2 of our HMOR 1258

algorithm associated with the HM ratio of R1 = 3.0. The 1259

related results are summarized in Table 9. 1260

TABLE 9. The summarized simulation results from Fig. 16 to Fig. 18. The
related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s
schematic is described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen
in Fig. 10.

Additionally, in Fig. 13 to Fig. 18, the legend ’Theory’ 1261

indicates that the results based on our theoretical analy- 1262

sis in Algorithm 1, while the legend ’Simulation’ indi- 1263

cates that the results are from simulation method outlined 1264

in Algorithm 2. According to the above figures, it can be 1265

observed that our simulation results based on Algorithm 2 1266

closely match the theoretical results of Algorithm 1, which 1267

confirm each other. 1268

B. INCREASING THE NETWORK SIZE 1269

In Fig. 14 and Fig. 15, we have also presented the perfor- 1270

mance of a ten-node cooperative network consisting of eight 1271

RNs using our HMOR scheme for transmitting TTCM-coded 1272

twin-layer HM-16QAM packets. The position of the nodes as 1273

well as the related optimized power ¶t (Nt = 7) is shown 1274

in Table 10. Note that the positions of the RN nodes are 1275

uniformly distributed between the SN to DN node. 1276

It can be observed from Fig. 14 that the minimized 1277

per-packet power consumption PWC of the ten-node net- 1278

work using our HMOR scheme for transmitting twin-layer 1279

HM-16QAM packets is even lower than that of the four- 1280

node network using the same communication protocol, which 1281

is PWC = 0.271 mW. When the number of relays in the 1282

network that was activated for assisting the transmissions is 1283

increased, the power ¶t may be reduced as a benefit of the 1284

lower distance between the neighbouring nodes. Note that in 1285

the ten-node network of Fig. 19, the eight RNs are uniformly 1286

placed between the SN to DN link. However, Fig. 15 shows 1287

that based on the minimized per-packet power consumption 1288

PWC associated with a specific Nt , the throughput of the 1289
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TABLE 10. The table of the node positions and the related optimized
transmission power ¶t of the ten-node cooperative networks. The related
simulation parameters are listed in Table 4, while the system’s schematic
is described in Section V-B and the network’s topology is seen in Fig. 19.

FIGURE 19. The actual hop structure of our ten-node cooperative
network used in the theoretical analysis as well as in the simulations.
The unit of the distance shown in the figure is meter (m). The positions
of the nodes are shown in Table 10.

ten-node network using our HMOR scheme also becomes1290

lower than that of the four-node network, which is about1291

8 ≈ 0.132 [packet/TS] for Nt = 7.1292

Fig. 20 indicates that based on the minimized per-packet1293

power consumption PWC and for a specific Nt < 7, the out-1294

age probabilities PL1
outage and P

L2
outage of the ten-node system1295

are consistently higher than those of the four-node system.1296

By contrast, for higher Nt values their outage probabilities1297

are similar to each other. The reason for this trend is that1298

the optimized power ¶t of the ten-node system becomes even1299

lower than that of the four-node system.However, the reduced1300

power ¶t increases the outage probabilities, especially for L2.1301

Nonetheless, having a sufficiently high number of maximum1302

transmission attempts Nt , the outage probability can indeed1303

be reduced. Fig. 21(a) and Fig. 21(b) compares the PMF and1304

the CDF of bothDelayL1 andDelayL2 of the ten-node system1305

to that of the four-node system, when both of the systems1306

operate at PWC minimized according to Nt = 7. It may1307

be observed that when the number of nodes in the network1308

is increased, and minimized per-packet power consumption1309

PWC is used for the entire system, this typically increases1310

the delay of the DN receiving L1 and L2 of the twin-layer1311

HM-16QAM packets scheme. When Nt = 7, 96.9% of the1312

FIGURE 20. The outage probability of the cooperative network based on
our HMOR schemes versus the maximum transmission attempts Nt . TTCM
aided HM-16QAM signals are transmitted and the HM ratio is R1 = 3.0.
The statistics are all based on the minimized PWC for each scheme with
target value of Nt . The related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4
and the system’s schematic is described in Section V-B, while the
four-node network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10 and the ten-node
network’s topology is seen in Fig. 19.

TABLE 11. The summary of the results extracted from Fig. 13 to Fig. 21.
The statistics are all based on the minimized PWC for each scheme given
Nt = 7. The related simulation parameters are listed in Table 4 and the
system’s schematic is described in Section V-B, while the four-node
network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10 and the ten-node network’s
topology is seen in Fig. 19.

L1 packets may be received by the ten-node network within 1313

a maximum of 12 TSs delay. By contrast, it may take 19 TSs 1314

for the DN to receive L2. In conclusion, the related simulation 1315

results are summarized in Table 11. 1316

VIII. DESIGN GUIDELINES 1317

Although we use TTCM as the channel code throughout this 1318

treatise, the HM based design can be generalized to any arbi- 1319

trary coding schemes. In this section, we will summarize the 1320

general design guidelines of the coded HM based cooperative 1321

communication schemes investigated throughout [58]–[61], 1322

followed by the design guidelines of coded HM based OR 1323

algorithms conceived for ad hoc networks. 1324
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FIGURE 21. The PMF and the CDF of delay of the cooperative network
based on our HMOR schemes with different number of hops. The packet
transmitted is TTCM aided HM-16QAM signals and the HM ratio is
R1 = 3.0. The statistics are all based on the minimized PWC for each
scheme given Nt = 7. The related simulation parameters are listed in
Table 4 and the system’s schematic is described in Section V-B, while the
four-node network’s topology is seen in Fig. 10 and the ten-node
network’s topology is seen in Fig. 19. (a) PMF of the delay for Nt = 7.
(b) CDF of the delay for Nt = 7.

1) Coded HM Design for Cooperative Communica-1325

tions:1326

a) First, we have to identify, which specific1327

HM features we want to exploit. In [60], our1328

design objective is to exploit the UEP capability1329

provided by the HM scheme in order to assist1330

the transmission of a single coded information1331

sequence in the context of cooperative communi-1332

cations. By contrast, in [58] and [59], our design1333

goal is to assist the transmission of multiple1334

independent information streams with the aid of1335

coded HM schemes. The general idea is to exploit1336

the specific features of the HM scheme to reduce1337

the SNRt of the SN and to invoke DAF based RNs1338

for the sake of achieving a cooperative diversity1339

gain.1340

b) Then, we appropriately design the RN(s) accord- 1341

ing to the overall system concept. In the HM 1342

based cooperative communication design, we 1343

always assume that the highest-priority layer of 1344

the multi-layer HM signals may be adequately 1345

received by the DN for the sake of maintaining 1346

the target-integrity requirement, provided that a 1347

sufficient high SNRr can be achieved at the DN. 1348

In that case, the lower-priority layers may be 1349

forwarded to the DN by the DAF based RN(s). 1350

On the other hand, if the triple-layer HM-64QAM 1351

scheme of [58] is employed, the RN may have 1352

to forward two layers of its information to the 1353

DN. Nonetheless, in [58] and [59], each RN only 1354

has to forward a single layer of the information. 1355

More explicitly, the soft-information required for 1356

the target decoder should be specifically derived, 1357

as detailed in [58]–[60]. 1358

c) Finally, the optimization of the overall system 1359

depends on the choice of HM constellations, on 1360

the positions of the RNs, as well as on the required 1361

SNRt of each nodes in the networks. In [58]–[60], 1362

the HM constellations may be appropriately mod- 1363

ified by employing different HM ratios. Further- 1364

more, the reduced path-loss facilitated by the 1365

employment of DAF based RNs may also influ- 1366

ence the SNRr required for adequately receiving 1367

the desired signals. Hence, to find the minimum 1368

SNRt for the entire system, multiple factors have 1369

to be taken into consideration. 1370

2) Coded HM Design for Opportunistic Routing: 1371

a) Firstly, we determine the specific choice of the 1372

cooperative strategies to be used by the wire- 1373

less ad hoc networks, as discussed in Section V. 1374

In each transmission TS, only one of the nodes 1375

is activated for transmission. The transmission 1376

rules should be specially designed, as detailed in 1377

Section V-B. After determining the FER versus 1378

SNR curve, the performance of the system may 1379

be simulated using Algorithm 2 of Section VI 1380

and the related system characteristics may be 1381

derived. 1382

b) Then, we have to determine the legitimate system 1383

states and the transition probabilities in the sys- 1384

tem, as detailed in Section V-B and Section V-C. 1385

More specifically, according to the FER versus 1386

SNR function derived in Section V-A, the 1387

one-step state-transition probability matrix of 1388

the entire cooperative system may be computed, 1389

which is illustrated in Table 7. Similarly, the 1390

related characteristics of the HM based OR algo- 1391

rithm aided ad hoc network may be analysed 1392

theoretically by using Algorithm 1, as detailed 1393

in Section V-D. 1394

c) Finally, we have to compare the simulation 1395

results to the theoretical analysis, as discussed 1396
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in Section VII. Then the minimum power con-1397

sumption of the cooperative network may be1398

derived, as determined by the position of the RNs,1399

as well as by the specific transmit power of each1400

node.1401

IX. FUTURE WORK1402

A. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DCMC CAPACITY OF1403

THE COOPERATION AIDED CODED HM SCHEME1404

In [58] and [59], the DCMC capacity was relied upon for1405

analysing the achievable performance of the coded HM based1406

cooperative scheme. However, the results were derived by1407

simulations only, albeit it is desirable to arrive at a theoret-1408

ical solution. Recall that the CCMC and DCMC capacities1409

were first considered by Cover and Gamal in [138], where1410

the general upper bound of the CCMC capacity of a half-1411

duplex relay-aided system was derived in [139]. We have1412

appropriately adapted the approach of [140] and [141] for1413

deriving the DCMC capacity of our HM aided cooperative1414

communication system. As mentioned in [58] and [59], the1415

DCMC capacity is dependent on the specific choice of the1416

modulation scheme, which is more pertinent for the design of1417

practical channel-coded modulation schemes. However, the1418

actual network capacity of even a single-relay based network1419

is an open problem, whilst here we have multiple relays in1420

our system, which are associated with multiple independent1421

transmission links. The theoretical analysis of a complex1422

system like this would be complex and would require various1423

strong assumptions. Hence, an accurate and yet tractable less1424

complex theoretical analysis would be very attractive.1425

B. NEAR-CAPACITY HM DESIGN FOR1426

COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION1427

The fundamental goal of the analysis presented1428

in [58] and [59] is to quantify the modulation-dependent1429

DCMC capacity of our system in order to analyse the achiev-1430

able performance of the coded HM scheme. According to1431

the specific cooperative strategy proposed in [58] and [59],1432

we aim for finding the minimum energy-consumption based1433

configuration of the system operating at the target rate,1434

assuming that a ‘perfect’ capacity-achieving channel coding1435

scheme is employed. These results may be considered as1436

the lower bound conceived for guiding the design of HM1437

schemes employing a realistic channel encoder within the1438

same cooperative framework. In [58], we have employed1439

both TTCM and LDPC codes in another HM based coop-1440

erative communication scheme. However, a range of other1441

powerful near-capacity source/channel codes, including turbo1442

codes, Variable Length Code (VLC) [142], polar codes [143]1443

etc may be employed. The constellations of the HM and1444

of the source/channel encoder may be designed jointly for1445

approaching the achievable capacity.1446

C. ADAPTIVE HM AIDED COOPERATIVE 1447

COMMUNICATIONS 1448

One of the most significant merits of the HM scheme is 1449

its high flexibility, which is particularly beneficial in con- 1450

junction with adaptive modulation schemes. The adaptive 1451

HM theory was provided by Hossain in [7] and [8], where 1452

the multiple independent information streams may also be 1453

combined by the HM scheme. However, the activated 1454

constellation of the transmitted HM-based source signal 1455

directly depends on the channel quality. To be more specific, 1456

assuming that three independent signal streams are broadcast 1457

by the SN, when the channel conditions are good, the SN 1458

may activate the triple-layer HM scheme for transmitting all 1459

three layers of information simultaneously. However, when 1460

the channel conditions are poorer, the SNmay activate a twin- 1461

layer HM scheme for transmitting themost important two lay- 1462

ers of information or even using conventional BPSK/4QAM 1463

modulation scheme for transmitting a single layer consist- 1464

ing of the highest-priority information. Hence, the adaptive 1465

HM may be deemed to be a convenient application-oriented 1466

modulation scheme. Explicitly, the fundamental goal is to 1467

guarantee that during each transmission session, the infor- 1468

mation contained in the transmitted signal may be success- 1469

fully received by the DN. By incorporating the adaptive 1470

HM scheme, both the flexibility and the reliability of the 1471

cooperative system may be further improved in order to 1472

approach its DCMC capacity more closely. 1473

D. SPATIAL MODULATION AIDED HM IN 1474

COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION 1475

Spatial Modulation (SM) may be the most direct and 1476

compelling method of improving the performance of the 1477

HM based cooperative communication system. In [144], 1478

Mesleh et al. discussed the performance of the SM scheme 1479

in detail, where the information is embedded both into the 1480

classic transmitted symbol streams and into the unique trans- 1481

mit antenna indices chosen from a set of transmit antennas 1482

according to the information to be transmitted. Note that 1483

activating one out of Nt transmit antennas may allow us 1484

to convey log2 Nt extra bits. Hence, for the same through- 1485

put, the SM aided transmitter may employ a lower-order 1486

modulation scheme for the activated antenna. This would 1487

require a lower SNRSNt for achieving the same BER, whilst 1488

additionally requiring fewer RF chains than the conventional 1489

MIMO modulation schemes. Additionally, in contrast to the 1490

classic MIMO schemes, such as the Diagonal Bell Lab- 1491

oratories Layered Space-Time (D-BLAST) or the Vertical 1492

BLAST (V-BLAST), the Inter Channel Interference (ICI) 1493

may be avoided, because only a single transmit antenna of the 1494

entire set will be activated by the SM scheme. Furthermore, 1495

the need for synchronizing several transmit antennasmay also 1496

be avoided. Hence, some of the disadvantages of the classic 1497

MIMO schemes may be circumvented. 1498
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E. HIGH-ORDER HM AIDED COOPERATIVE1499

COMMUNICATION IN AD HOC NETWORKS1500

We have introduced the twin-layer coded HM concept for1501

transmission over wireless ad hoc networks in this paper.1502

More specifically, the OR algorithm based cooperative sys-1503

tem was beneficially assisted by the HM scheme. Both the1504

theoretical analysis as well as the simulation-based study of1505

the resultant cooperative system were presented in detail in1506

Section V and Section VI. It may be observed that when1507

assuming that the packets transmitted over the networks are1508

layered-modulation signals, the power-efficiency of the entire1509

cooperative network is improved by partitioning the1510

HM-based multiple layer packets into sub-packets during1511

this transmission. However, the HM scheme proposed in this1512

paper is the simplest twin-layer HM-16QAM scheme. When1513

higher-order HM schemes are considered, the resultant coop-1514

erative strategymay becomemore flexible. On the other hand,1515

when considering a triple-layer HM-64QAM scheme in the1516

context of a four-node cooperative network, the complexity of1517

the cooperative network is increased dramatically. Explicitly,1518

the number of the legitimate states of a triple-layer1519

HM-64QAM aided four-node network may be computed as:1520

Nstate =
1× 2
2
+

2× 3
2
+

3× 4
2
+

4× 5
2
= 20. (35)1521

Furthermore, the number of the possible states of a1522

triple-layer HM-64QAM aided n-node network may be1523

calculated as:1524

Nstate =
1× 2
2
+

2× 3
2
+ · · · +

n× (n+ 1)
2

1525

=

n∑
i=1

i× (i+ 1)
2

. (36)1526

Hence, the increased number of states Nstate and the potential1527

destination target of the nodes in the network results in a1528

complex one-step state-transition probability matrix. Addi-1529

tionally, we should also take into account the position of1530

the nodes, the transmission power of the nodes in the net-1531

work as well as the specific relay selection algorithms, when1532

analysing the characteristics of the cooperative Network.1533

F. CODED HM BASED BUFFER-AIDED MULTIHOP1534

COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION1535

Recently, buffer-aided cooperative communications over1536

wireless ad hoc networks has drawn a lot of research inter-1537

ests [145]–[147]. More explicitly, the RNs are capable of1538

temporarily storing a fixed or a flexible number of packets1539

using buffers. When the channel conditions are poor, the1540

RN may still be able to receive information from the SN1541

and only forward it to DN, when the quality of the RN-DN1542

link has been sufficiently improved. In [124], the authors1543

investigated the performance of a buffer-aided OR algorithm1544

in the context of ad hoc networks. They proved that both1545

the throughput and the power-efficiency of the buffer-aided1546

OR algorithm based cooperative networks are better than that1547

of the traditional OR algorithm based cooperative networks.1548

Note that the conventional OR algorithm aims for searching 1549

for the optimum SN-RN, RN-RN, RN-DN links step by step, 1550

while the buffer-aided RN is more flexible in terms of decid- 1551

ing, when to transmit and when to receive according to the 1552

corresponding channel conditions. Hence, the combination of 1553

these two algorithms may be capable of improving the proba- 1554

bility of successful transmission across each link. Therefore, 1555

both the outage probability and the average packet power 1556

consumption may be reduced. However, the buffer-aided OR 1557

algorithm is not suitable for delay sensitive systems. The ben- 1558

efits that conventional relaying may offer for delay-sensitive 1559

systems is that the conventional relaying avoids the buffer- 1560

ing delay [145]. By employing our HM scheme, the higher 1561

delay of the buffer-aided OR algorithm may be mitigated, 1562

because the delay-sensitive information may be mapped to 1563

the higher-protected layer of the HM symbols for the sake of 1564

achieving a lower delay, while the delay-tolerant information 1565

may be mapped to contained in the lower-protected layer 1566

and be forwarded to the DN following the routes decided by 1567

the buffer-aided OR algorithm. Therefore, the delay-sensitive 1568

and the delay-tolerant information may be transmitted simul- 1569

taneously, while a high average throughput may be achieved 1570

with the aid of an appropriately designed HM scheme. 1571

X. CONCLUSIONS 1572

In this paper, wemainly focus our attention on the cooperative 1573

network transmitting layered packets. We firstly character- 1574

ized the FER versus SNR performance of receiving both 1575

L1 and L2 of the TTCM coded twin-layer HM-16QAM sig- 1576

nals, as well as that of receiving TTCM coded 4QAM signals 1577

for transmission over both AWGN and Rayleigh-distributed 1578

block fading channels. Secondly, the cooperative communi- 1579

cation protocol of our HMOR scheme of Section V has been 1580

illustrated. Furthermore, we detailed our theoretical analysis 1581

and our simulation method conceived for characterizing the 1582

HMOR scheme. The simulation results have demonstrated 1583

that our theoretical analysis is confirmed by our simulations. 1584

We have also demonstrated that our HMOR scheme is more 1585

flexible and more power-efficient than its TOR benchmark. 1586

By partitioning the layered modulated packets according to 1587

their specific reception rule, the power ¶t of each single 1588

node in the network, as well as the average per-packet power 1589

consumption PWC of the entire system may be reduced. 1590

There is a trade-off between the power-efficiency and delay. 1591

Explicitly, our HMOR scheme may require longer time to 1592

receive the entire twin-layer packet, whilst the outage proba- 1593

bility of the more important information layer L1 of the twin- 1594

layer HM-16QAM packets is reduced. In our future work, 1595

buffer-aided cooperative communication will be taken into 1596

consideration [145], [146]. Explicitly, the RNmay be capable 1597

of temporarily storing a number of packets using buffers, 1598

where the forwarding process will depend on the instanta- 1599

neous channel condition. Consequently, the probability of 1600

successful transmission among the nodes may be increased 1601

and the throughput of the cooperative network may also be 1602

improved. Additionally, the HM with three or more layers 1603
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may also be considered for increasing the data rate of the1604

entire cooperative network.1605
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